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虽然不算⼤红⼤紫的鞋款,不过 2012 年的 Nike Zoom Rookie 的确也给⼤留了深的印象,尤款是其 喷款 绝明年回归的会是⼤双鞋⾯全夜光的版本效睛 绝 据悉款, rookie Nike Zoom Glow In The Dark 货号为 BQ3379-100售信息还有待确认 Nike Zoom Rookie When the lights on the Nike Zoom Rookie are worn in a simple white and black color, but when the lights
go out, the shoes begin to glow in the dark. There are also rumors that the Galaxy Nike Zoom Rookie will be back in 2019. While an official release date has yet to be announced, you can find Glow in the Dark Nike Zoom Rookie available from eBay for $210 USD as well as at sneakerbar.nyc for $225 USD. UPDATE: The Glow in the Dark Nike Zoom Rookie
is officially set to make its return tomorrow, December 14 at select retailers such as Foot Locker (in-store only) and Renarts (draw) for $210 USD. The Nike Zoom Rookie Glow in the Dark was first released in 2011. For fans who have missed out or need a new pair, they are available again during the Holiday season. Keeping things simple, this Nike Zoom
Rookie is dressed in a white and black combination. However once the light dims, the shoe will then glow in the dark. While both white and black cover the top, a fuzzy smokey outsole completed the look. At the time of writing, the release date for the Nike Zoom Rookie 'Glow in the Dark' has not yet been announced. However the size is available now on
eBay ($210) and sneakerbar.nyc. The retail price is set at $225. Once more information is available, we will make sure to update. Below you can check out more images that will give you a closer look. Nike Zoom Rookie Glow in the Dark Color: White/Black Release Date: December 14, 2018 Style Number: BQ3379-100 Price: $210 A few months ago we
showed you the image of an upcoming colorway of the Nike Zoom Rookie LWP, the latest model in Nike's Penny Hardaway series, which looks the other world when the lights go out, thanks to the glowing finish in the dark on the white panels of the shoes above. In addition to a combination of nubuck and synthetic upper capable of glowing, hybrid shoes also
feature carbon fiber legs for rigid support and a clear outer base with a dark gray color. The rocks are hitting select retailers now, like Long Island's Extra Butter, just in time for Halloween.Thanks to see! More Butter 266 Merrick Road | Map Rockville Center, NY 11570 TEL #: 516-632-5150 When Penny enters the tournament, he shines, so it makes perfect
sense that his rock glows. This Hybrid Zoom Rookie is dressed in Foamposite-esque white on which comes alive when the lights go dead. The black nubuck on and matte outsole offsets on, which suggests one of the stronger glows of any sneaker to use this trick. No release date has been announced, but it will soon be available in some stores, including
Nice Kicks. Nike Zoom Rookie Glow in the Dark will be available at the Nice Kicks store on October 27, 2011. Nike Zoom Rookie Glow in the Dark White/White-Black 472688-101 October 27, 2011 $200 Nice Kicks 2815 Guadalupe Austin, TX 78705 [MAP] @NiceKicksShop Nike Zoom Rookie Glow in the Dark Nike Zoom Rookie Glow in the Dark many
custom sneakers consider it the perfect time to put their own Galaxy touching a variant of foamposite-related shadows , including the Nike Zoom Rookie. But it's pointed out Nike has been dispensing its own as well. Results - Nike Zoom Rookie Galaxy coming. While the design theme is the same, Nike designers change their recipe just a bit. The
predominantly purple color found on the Nike Air Foamposite One is now slightly pale in color, with a combination of Pearlization lighting that few people saw on the first Nike Air Foamposite One Galaxy models. To bring more than one pop to their design, the folks at Nike are also adding glow-in-the-dark elements to the four orbs around on. Interested?
There is no information on the exact launch date except that sometimes in September coincides with the start of the NBA season. Stay tuned for more details. Photos via: MarqueeSoleThanks to see! Thanks for watching! Thanks for watching! Brandon Richard Penny Hardaway's latest hybrid sneaker, Nike Zoom Rookie LWP, is finally set to start hitting retail
next week. Believed to be one of the most popular colorways is this unique Glow in the Dark pair, which enhances what appears to be a simple white and black makeup with a glowing outer shell. Additional hits of white appear on the embroidered Swoosh forefoot, Penny's logo on tonight and flight branding on the pull-tab. Finishing the look below is a matte
black smoke rubber outsole. The Glow in the Dark Nike Zoom Rookie LWP is set to be officially released at select retailers next Thursday, October 29. Pre-order your pair more today at Sneaker Bistro. Color: White/Black-White Style: 472688-101 via Sneaker Bistro Not a member of Pastebin yet? Sign up, it opens up many interesting features! original
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